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PHSD: snapshot in the reaction plane

● Color scale: baryon number density

● Black levels: parton density 0.6 and 0.01 fm-3

● Red arrows: local velocity of baryon matter

t = 3 fm/c t = 6 fm/c
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(P)HSD: multiplicities at midrapidity

● Transport  approach works reasonably good

● Deviations from the data appear for HSD at √s > 20 GeV 

A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger and J. Stachel, Nucl. Phys. A772, 167 (2006)



Excitation function of elliptic flow



Elliptic flow from PHSD vs. STAR/PHENIX

V.Konchakovski et al. PR C65, 011902 (2012)



Transport model with electromagnetic field

Generalized on-shell transport equations in the presence of electromagnetic 

fields  can be obtained formally by the substitution:

A general solution of the wave  equations 

is as follows

For point-like particles



Magnetic field  evolution

For a single moving charge 

(HSD calculation result)

For two-nuclei collisions, 

artist’s view: arXiv:1109.5849



Time evolution of magnetic field

Au+Au(200) 

b=10 fm

V.Voronyuk, V.T. et  al., Phys. Rev. C84, 035202  (2011)



Time dependence of eBy

V. Voronyuk, V. T. 

et  al., PR C84, 

035202 (2011)

D.E. Kharzeev et 

al., Nucl. Phys. 

A803, 227 (2008)

Collision of two 

infinitely thin 

layers (pancake-

like)

Until t~1 fm/c the induced magnetic field is defined by spectators only.  

Maximal magnetic field is reached during nuclear overlapping time       

Δt~0.2 fm/c, then the field goes down exponentially.



Beam energy dependence of eBy

SPS





Electric field evolution

Electric field of a single 

moving charge has a 

“hedgehog” shape

V.Voronyuk, V.T. et  al., Phys. Rev. C84, 035202  (2011)



No electromagnetic 

field effects on global

observable in 

symmetric nuclear 

collisions !

Observable

V.Voronyuk, V.T. et  al., Phys. Rev. C84, 035202  (2011)



Compensation of electric and magnetic forces

Δp= δp

Transverse momentum 

increments  Δp due to 

electric and magnetic fields 

compensate each other !



CME: Charge separation: CP violation signal

A remarkable property of gauge theories is the existance of nontrivial 

topological configurations of gauge fields. Gauge field transitions 

with changing the topological charge involve  configurations which 

may violate P and CP invariance of strong interactions. 

Fermions can interact with a gauge field configurations, transforming 

left- into right-handed quarks and vice-versa via the axial chiral 

anomaly and thus resulting in generated asymmetry between left- and 

right-handed fermions. In this states a balance between left-handed 

and right-handed chiral quarks is destroyed.  

In the presence of inbalanced chirality a magnetic field induces 

a chiral electric  current along the the magnetic field (CME).

D.Kharzeev et al., NP A803, 227 (2008); 

Ann.Phys. 325, 205 ( 2010); PR D78, 074033  (2008)



Angular correlation wrt. reaction plane

Angular correlation is of hadronic origin up to √s=11 GeV !

S.Voloshin, PR C79, 057901 (2004)



Electric field Ex in the transverse plane

Cu+Au (200 GeV) Au+Au (200 GeV)

In the overlapping region of asymmetric peripheral 

collisions a finite electric current appears to be directed 

from the heavy nuclei to light one.



Charge-dependent v1 distributions at RHIC

Cu+Au (200 GeV)

Distributions for the same 

hadron masses but opposite 

electric charges are splitted

and this can be observed !



Charge-dependent v1 distributions at NICA

Charged pion v1 disrtribution
Cu+Au (9 GeV)

TPC: η<1.2   pT>0.15 GeV/c
In the presence of  the 

electromagnetic force 

the splitting of π+ and  

π- is clearly seen



Charge-dependent pT distributions at NICA

η< 0

The transverse momentum v1

distributions of +/- pions are 

different in the Cu- and Au-sites. 

The shape of spectra differs in 

forward and backward 

semispheres

The difference 

The difference between 

v1(pT) for π+ and π- is 

prominent and getting 

larger with pT increase



Protons-antiprotons

η<0

The η-spectra for protons and 

antiprotons are quite different (due 

to different reaction mechanisms) 

and weakly, if ever, influenced by 

electromagnetic effect.                                                



Kaons-antikaons

Distributions are very close to 

that for pions   (but yields ?)  
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Summary

➢The microscopic (Parton)-Hadron-String-Dynamics transport approach 

reproducing the general trend of observables for symmetric Au-Au 

collisions in a large energy range including the NICA energy is used and 

extended for creation of electromagnetic fields in relativistic heavy-ion 

collisions. 

➢ It is demonstrated that for asymmetric systems – like  Cu-Au (√s=9 GeV)

collisions -- the directed flow is sensitive to inclusion of the electromagnetic 

field. Numerical estimates are given. 

➢Observation of splitting in charge-dependent  characteristics of the directed 

flow would evidence the existence of  strong electromagnetic fields created 

in the course of nuclear reaction. 


